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Sometimes you just don’t feel like to get behind 

the wheel of your own car, but you still want it 

with you on your travels? You’re in a hurry and 

really need to finish off some work on the way to 

a meeting? Or you’re visiting an unfamiliar city 

and need someone to do the driving for you? 

This is where Interline’s chauffeur service is the 

perfect answer. 

Your own car is your pride and joy? 

Our chauffeurs couldn’t agree more.

Professional, reliable and flexible

Our chauffeurs take over the wheel to let you 

put your time to good use – to do some work 

or just to relax. Like all Interline chauffeurs, the 

unique team that assumes responsibility for  

either your own car or your complete company 

fleet is made up of specially trained, reliable and 

courteous full-time professional staff. 

All our chauffeurs attend the DEKRA-certified 

D1 or D2 chauffeur training courses offered by 

our partner Bruseco and, in addition, regularly 

participate in further education seminars, driv-

ing safety training and annual re-certification  

courses – all to ensure that you arrive at your 

destination safely and in comfort.

Smile, sit back and enjoy the luxury of having 

saved time efficiently.

Looking after your safety at Interline:

Bruseco Certifications (DEKRA D1 and 

D2 professional chauffeur training).

CHAUFFEURSERVICE
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You need to be picked up at the airport? You 

want to show your business associates just how 

important they are for you? You’re in an unfamil-

iar city and want to put the time between your 

appointments to good use? Or you’d like to turn 

up in style at a gala reception or a wedding, a 

conference or an important event?

Work or play.

Day or night.

Berlin or New York.

Safe, comfortable and efficient

We have just the right vehicle for you, no matter 

where in the world you happen to be or what 

type of event you’re attending. You choose the 

vehicle that best meets your needs and standards 

of luxury from a fleet of elegant limousines, rug-

ged SUVs, comfortable minivans and spacious 

coaches from all leading manufacturers.

Whether it’s a mobile office or a luxury interior 

you’re looking for, all our vehicles have one thing 

in common: They’re fully serviced, immaculately 

valeted and are driven by chauffeurs who know 

their way around, speak your language and who 

are dedicated to ensuring your comfort and safety.

You won’t want the trip to come to an end.

LIMOUSINENSERVICE
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It’s because we know that meetings called at 

short notice or spontaneous trips don’t know 

the meaning of the term “regular hours of busi-

ness” that our team is on call for you personally 

around the clock and around the world. 24 hours 

a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year. This lets 

you make the reservation you want immediately 

– first thing in the morning or in the middle of 

the night, whenever it suits you. That’s what our 

friendly and obliging team is there to do.

Behind the scenes, an intricate, web-based book-

ing and reservation system ensures transparent 

processes, letting you see every booking you’ve 

made. Reservation, booking and billing are  

efficient, precise and secure.

Of course we have business hours…

24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Simple and easy – the world 

For clients who book with us on a regular  

basis, we can set up dedicated, protected online 

access for our system to allow them to make 

reservations themselves or to book their vehicle 

of choice or their favourite chauffeur. When it 

comes to relaxed travel, it’s the perfect reserva-

tion that counts. All you have to do is choose your  

destination. We’ll get you there with a smile.

Queries dealt with at short notice

Direct contact between chauffeur and 
      guest on pick-up
Maximum safety for our passengers
Booking history stored and accessible
Cost efficiency for chauffeurs and vehicles

RESERVATIONSERVICE
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See more as you travel. 

You’re organising an event and need transfer  

options from the airport to the hotel, the venue 

or the conference centre? You’re planning a city 

tour or a short trip for business associates or 

staff? Or you’re organising a weekend away for a 

club or for friends and family?

Exclusive and relaxed group travel –
an experience to remember

Discover just how simple travelling can be. You 

won’t go wrong with our coach service. Our 6- to 

50-seater coaches satisfy the same exacting qual-

ity standards we place on our limousines: fully 

serviced and valeted, with air-conditioning and 

toilet facilities, a DVD player and computer con-

nections, with an experienced chauffeur at the 

wheel. And because travel whets the appetite, 

we have coaches equipped with galleys – and 

we can provide specially trained service staff, on  

request – to serve your guests snacks and drinks.

The world looks different when viewed above 

the roofs of the cars around you. Sit back and 

see for yourself. Let us welcome you on board.

Superior travel with superior views.

To experience it is to believe it.

COACHSERVICE
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What do two so very different events like the 

2006 Football World Cup in Germany and the 

World Economic Forum in Davos have in com-

mon? No glitches, and relaxed and happy staff 

and guests, that’s what. And to make sure it 

stays that way, we provide event organisers with 

the extensive know-how on all personal trans-

portation issues that only a respected partner is 

capable of providing.

Just tell us your guest schedules. Together with 

you, we’ll put together a plan that runs like 

clockwork. We’ll make sure your VIPs are picked 

up and dropped off punctually at your event. 

Smartly dressed in accordance with your wishes 

and in keeping with the style of the event, our 

courteous chauffeurs will be there to welcome 

your guests – either in the airport arrivals hall 

or charter terminal, on the station platform or 

Your event is running smoothly.

We’re at work behind the scenes 

to make sure it does.

Transfers, shuttles and logistics

in the hotel foyer – and ensure that the first 

impression of your event will set the tone for 

what’s to come. At the venue itself, our multilin-

gual and fully trained hostesses will be at hand 

to coordinate your guests’ shuttle requirements. 

A competent and, at the same time, charm-

ing point of contact for your guests, our host-

esses maintain constant contact with our team 

of chauffeurs and our on-site coordinators to  

ensure that no logistical bottlenecks occur.

During the event, our fleet of vehicles is on call 

to drive your clients from the hotel to your event 

and back again – safely, discreetly and in comfort.

We’ll be more than happy to organise exclu-

sive evening or leisure activities for your guests 

or their partners: sightseeing trips, shopping 

tours, restaurant visits and anything else to help 

make their stay a pleasant one. Our full-service 

package for special clients is guaranteed to put 

a smile on the face of the most discerning of 

guests.

EVENTSERVICE
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Your day needs to have 36 hours? Just when you 

unexpectedly need to attend a meeting in an-

other city, country – even on the other side of 

the world – every single flight is fully booked? 

You don’t have time to take care of connecting 

flights, baggage transfers or the other annoying 

things that are part and parcel of air travel?

Then let us do it for you. Our exclusive aircraft 

charter service gives us access to a comprehen-

sive and reliable fleet of aircraft. No matter how 

far you need to travel, the number of people fly-

ing with you or any other requirements you may 

have, we will find the aircraft best suited to your 

needs at an airport close to where you are.

Anyone can get from A to B. 

It’s HOW you do it that can

make all the difference.

Fast, customised and
comfortable – on every route

To let you board quickly, one of our limousines 

will drive you straight to the aircraft and, after 

you land, collect you directly at the gangway. It 

goes without saying that we are authorised to 

handle all the formalities at the General Aviation 

Terminals of all major airports.

To make your flight as pleasant as possible, we 

can also provide trained flight attendants to 

serve you tasty meals and refreshing beverages.

You’re ready for take-off.

All you need to remember is your passport.

AIRCRAFTSERVICE
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